MEDICARE POST OP CARE

- We do follow up care on Post Op pt.’s for the Eye Institute or St. Luke’s. Please know your Dr may also have other Co-management providers which we can accept as well.
- The store will receive a fax which is a Co-management form, this must be scanned to the pt.’s profile. (this is needed for billing)
- The store must get copies of pt.’s insurance cards and the pt.’s ID.
- The store will enter the service provide in Acuity using the carrier Medicare with plan Post Op
- The pt. does not pay for anything out of pocket.

THIS IS FOR POST OP FOLLOW UP CARE ONLY - NO MATERIALS ARE COVERED WITH THIS.

When entering this sale into Acuity you will enter the Medical DX code (this is usually found on the Co-management form)

You will choose either the Post-Op Cataract Mgt exam